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Accelerating production

Keeping it fluid
In many households, a filter keeps tap water free of
toxins. Changing this filter was a homeowner’s nightmare
when rust and other build up caused the standard, plastic
wrench to break, bend or strip the housing unit. Then,
Superb Fabricating found a new twist on an old
problem with its line of Superb Wrenches. Using TRUMPF

fabricating equipment, the company developed
steel filter wrenches that remain strong
evenin the most difficult situations; deftly
turning an arduous task into a fluid act.
So, whether the job is tackled by a family handyman
or a professional plumber, the water runs clean and clear.
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TRUMPF multi-axis laser systems offer market leading performance, value and reliability. The TruLaser Cell Series
7000 excels at cutting, welding, and laser metal deposition while the high performance TruLaser Cell 8030 is the
only system designed specifically for the hot stamping market. With a variety of financing options to qualified
buyers a TRUMPF multi-axis laser system is well within your reach.

www.us.trumpf.com
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TRUMPF Multi-axis Laser Systems
Affordable, Versatile, Reliable

To The Point
Panorama
CHARACTERS

30
30
32

STORIES IN SHEET METAL
CREDITS
Closing Point

For more information
scan the QR code with
your smartphone.

To the Point

Rolf Biekert, President and CEO

Zeitgeist as a driving force
for innovation
The United States is built on the concept of the American Dream. We see This innovator saw the potential of hot-formed steel and multi-axis laser
in the proclamation that “all men are created equal” and the inalienable cutting. Visualizing the potential of an emerging trend, he took a risk in
Rights of “Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness,” and this idealistic something he believed in and established a business.
approach still runs strong through our veins. It is so fundamental to our
As a company, TRUMPF seeks out individuals who are driven
culture that it drives development in times of affluence and also when by this entrepreneurial spirit because it is a mindset we share. This is
progress seems unlikely. This is true during difficult economic times evident from the company’s roots to our employees; from R&D and
and in any situation where taking a risk might otherwise seem daunting. engineering to sales and support. From the onset, we look to provide
The prospect of prosperity and success is so powerful it has lured customers with expertise as well as products to support his goals, and
bright-eyed entrepreneurs to US soil for more than a century.
we strive to grow this relationship alongside each business. We support
In this issue of TRUMPF Express, the entrepreneurial spirit is strong. our customers with competitive fabricating equipment, from entry-level
With each customer the path is varied, yet all are driven by the possibilities machines to the most sophisticated systems. We designed our automation
for success. With Cometic Gasket, Bob Gorman decided to supply solutions with flexibility in mind, allowing a company to add capabilities
gaskets for his current employer. He worked nights and weekends to as business demands. TRUMPF application engineers and training
achieve his goals as he built a business for himself and now, his son. programs look beyond the machine to provide the customers with
In the Kammetal profile we see Sam Kusack, a visionary who believed he solutions. The TruTops software serves as a resource as well, allowing a
could fabricate his own future in New York City. The artistic vision and company to track material, capacity utilization or other data to establish
the entrepreneurial spirit of an optimistic college graduate became the best practice procedures and efficient shop floor management.
foundation for the growing company. TRUMPF’s European customer,
The challenge is to sense the zeitgeist, or emerging trends, early enough
FAIST, took a different path as it followed a customer and the prospect to capitalize on opportunities by combining the newest manufacturing
of business to the United States. This customer now continues making technologies with product innovation. The inspirations and aspirations
strides as it looks to establish a facility in Hermosillo, Mexico.
that lead to a successful business may vary, and the customers in this
We see customers inspired by strong opportunities for growth, not issue demonstrate this fact. From their stories, we know it is not just
only in the United States but elsewhere as the American Dream moves what the customer has chosen to do, but rather how he can do it better
to become the North American Dream. In this TRUMPF Express we also by using advanced technologies.
consider Gerardo Oaxaca of Superlaser & Fixtures in Puebla, Mexico.
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Beaming Bright
Micro-processing lab opens at TRUMPF Inc.
TRUMPF Inc. has opened a new, fully equipped laser micro-machining
applications laboratory in Farmington, CT. With the new lab, the
TruMicro team is able to demonstrate the latest laser micro-processing
technology for customers, solve specific application requests and support
integration into customers’ production lines from the United States.
“The new space and state of the art equipment will enable us to
provide the means for quick, flexible and more accurate sample
processing, with a focus on increased applications support for our
North American manufacturing customers,” says Sascha Weiler,
Program Manager Micro Processing at TRUMPF Inc.
The new lab is equipped with the latest technology in micro processing,
including the TruMicro Series 5000 and 7000 that are prepared to
run infrared, green, and UV laser wavelengths for applications in
drilling, cutting, ablation and more. The lab also features a diagnostic
station with a high resolution microscope, where TRUMPF’s application
engineers can analyze and document their feasibility tests, time studies
and invent new solutions suited to customers’ individual applications.
> Additional information: www.us.trumpf.com

Cutting glass with a TruMicro ultra-short pulsed laser

STEP Award honors women
in manufacturing
TRUMPF women receive industry award
The Manufac tur ing Inst itute,
i n p ar t n e r s h ip w it h D e l oitt e ,
University of Phoenix, and Society
of Manufacturing Engineers, hosted
its first annual STEP (science, technology,
engineering and production) Awards on February 5, 2013.
The awards were presented in Washington, D.C. in recognition
of women who have demonstrated excellence and leadership
in all levels of manufacturing. According to the Manufacturing
Institute, these women illustrate the widespread impact women
have on shaping the industry, whether they are running the company,
designing the next big product or testing innovations on the shop floor.
Included in this elite group of honorees were TRUMPF employees,
Christine Benz, Manager, Project Engineering, Annette Doyle,
Assembly Department Manager and Dr. Myrna Reyes, R&D Applications
Engineer. The Manufacturing Institute president, Jennifer McNelly,
explained, “We chose to honor these women because they each made
significant achievements in manufacturing through positive impact
on their company and the industry as a whole.”
Left to right, Dr. Myrna Reyes, Annette Doyle, and Christine Benz
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> Additional information: www.themanufacturinginstitute.org
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Tooling Tip
Many engineers have not realized that
quality, high-strength threads can be formed
quickly and economically on TRUMPF
punching and combination machines.
The benefit of forming threads on site also
increases the reliability of the process in
three ways:

Forming Threads
Reap the
benefits of
on-site
forming

1.	Integrated lubrication while
threads are being formed
2. Programmable speed settings
3. Automatic feed stop
protecting your investment

To prevent damages to the die in case the tapping tool has been set incorrectly, the feed stop
prevents the tap from descending too far into the die. As an added bonus, forming threads
are less expensive than weld-on nuts, making the thread forming process economical as well.

> Additional information: www.us.trumpf.com

Accolades to
Greenheck Fan
Recipient of Wisconsin Manufacturer of the Year Award
Greenheck Fan Corporation, a
leading manufacturer of commercial
and institutiona l ventilation
equipment, was awarded a Wisconsin
Manufacturer of the Year Award
for 2012. The company, which uses
TRUMPF fabricating machinery
in the manufacture of air movement
and control equipment, attributes
part of its success to increased market
share through new and redesigned
products, focus on expanding sales
channels and channel effectiveness,
and growing its international business.

Celebrating its 25th year, the
Manufacturer of the Year Award
program recognizes manufacturers
of all sizes and industries for their
contributions to the state of Wisconsin.
The winners were selected by an
independent panel of judges
representing industry, education,
and the public sector and were
announced at a black tie banquet
on February 28, 2013.

> Additional information: http://www.greenheck.com/
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U.S. manufacturing is the world's
tenth largest economy
Figure 1 – The U.S. Manufacturing Sector Is the Tenth-Largest Economy
16

Source(s): International Monetary Fund and
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and MAPI
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> Additional information:
www.themanufacturinginstitute.org/Research/
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United States

$Trillions in 2001

In 2011, manufacturers generated $1.84 trillion
worth of value-added. Some sectors, such as
electronics, computers, and related hardware,
expanded at a very fast clip. Others lost ground
to changing tastes and technology (think typewriters and payphones). In the 20 years ending
in 2011, manufacturing output increased more
than 55 percent.
The U.S. manufacturing sector is so huge
that if it were its own country, it would rank
as the tenth-largest world economy. The United
States produces the most goods and services
overall as measured by gross domestic product
(GDP), and is far ahead of second-place
China. Other countries, such as Japan and
Germany, showed less growth buoyancy
over the past decade compared with the
United States. On the other hand, emerging
economies such as Brazil, India, and Mexico
grew very quickly and are catching up with the
developed world. Still, American manufacturers
account for a larger volume of production than
the entire GDP of India, Australia, or Spain.

Materials Integrity Testing
named sales representative
TRUMPF expands reach in the Caribbean
Materials Integrity Testing, Inc. (MIT) has been named sales representative for TRUMPF
fabricating machinery in the Caribbean. This territory includes Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic,
Haiti, British Virgin Islands, U.S. Virgin Islands, and Jamaica. Shane Simpson will be the TRUMPF
regional manager serving the area.
The decision to increase sales and sales support is based on the recent industrial development in the
Caribbean. TRUMPF’s technologically-advanced industrial portfolio, including laser cutting,
punching and combination machines, and press brakes, are uniquely suited to support this rapid growth.
As a successful and established equipment distributor located in Gurabo, Puerto Rico, Materials
Integrity Testing is an ideal partner for machine tool distribution in this area. The Company is
owned and operated by President, Jose R. Rivera and General Manager, Linana Leal.
> Additional information: http://mitincpr.wix.com/mitincpr
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Recovering from the storm
Leggett & Platt extends a helping hand
On May 22, 2011, an EF5 tornado devastated
Joplin, MO and the surrounding community.
Countless lives were changed, including many of
those at Leggett & Platt, Incorporated®, a diversified manufacturer of components and products
found in most homes, offices, and automobiles,
and one of the largest employers in the area.
Immediately after the storm, the company
offered assistance to storm shelters, while
employees volunteered in numerous relief
efforts. “Leggett & Platt has been part of
this community for more than 128 years,”
said David Haffner, President and Chief
Executive Officer. “Our roots include
multi-generation employees, customers, and
business colleagues. We want to help.”
With this mindset, Leggett & Platt pledged
to donate $1 million toward tornado relief for
the Joplin community. Among the wide
variety of resources contributed was a $100,000
donation to the Lafayette House, a local shelter
for women. This shelter increased its housing
capacity to accommodate many Joplin women
and children impacted by the storm, and it
continues to help victims find homes and
fulfill needs.

Leggett & Platt’s second major donation was
to Children’s Haven. After the tornado, demand
for the Children’s Haven’s crisis care services
more than doubled, and the average length
of stay quadrupled. A $150,000 contribution
was given to advance the Haven’s mission of
providing refuge to children with families
undergoing crisis. The gift will help fund the

> Additional information: www.leggett.com/
> Additional information: www.childrenshaven-swmo.org

construction of a facility that will provide
additional bedrooms, activity space and a new
home for the children of southwest Missouri.
Leggett & Platt fulfilled its pledge within the
year following the tornado. The company was
pleased to be able to aid the victims as they rebuilt,
recovered and healed from the devastating
forces that struck the Joplin community.

Leggett & Platt’s contribution was presented at the groundbreaking
of Children’s Haven’s “Building HOPE”.

Join the TRUMPF family!
Career opportunities now on Facebook
TRUMPF knows how important it is to
embrace technology and evolve. This
mindset is evident in our dedication
to the development of our industrial lasers
and fabricating equipment, but this approach
applies to more than just our product portfolio.
Social media gives our customers and fans
an easier way to stay involved and connected.
Now, it also gives our Facebook followers the
added flexibility to search for jobs openings

directly from the TRUMPF Inc.
Facebook page. We’re always on the
lookout for new employees who share
our vision and focus on dynamic growth,
innovation and technology. Check it out!
Interested in working at TRUMPF?
Click the Careers tab on the TRUMPF
Inc. Facebook page to find your place
in our family.
> Additional information: www.facebook.com/TRUMPFUSA
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Built
to win
This business takes the checkered flag

In 1989, Bob Gorman was working for a piston manufacturer
when he discovered a need for gaskets. Recognizing he
could start his own company and fulfill the need himself,
he convinced business partner, Greg Poe, and established
Cometic Gasket. When juggling a full time job and a new
business venture became too difficult, Bob left the piston
company to pursue gasket manufacturing full time.
Today, Bob keeps the business flourishing with his sales and
marketing prowess while his son, Jeff stays focused on
manufacturing. “We have a good relationship. Even though
it is work, we have a lot of fun,” says Jeff Gorman,
Operations Manager.

Operations Manager,
Jeff Gorman, ensures the
accuracy and cut quality
of every part produced
at Cometic Gasket.

Express Vol. 1/13
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working.” He continues, “I connect with and
appreciate that. It is a mentality we share.”
Whenever Cometic Gasket releases a product,
there are often slight variations due to varying
engine designs or other factors. Since Jeff
and his staff frequently tweak products to
the customer’s specifications, the company
maintains more than 20,000 active part
numbers, 12,000 which are laser cut. Since
the industry changes often, race teams are
renowned for requiring new prototypes.
“A design will be hot one year, but then
disappear. We must limit inventory and stand
ready to adapt.” Jeff continues, “We just can’t
get away from the flexibility of the laser.”

“We always strive
for the best
technology, and
especially for our
type of products,
this laser is the
next big thing.”
From the weekend warrior to NASCAR®, customer parts
are nested together with TruTops software.

Starting small
Initially, the company focused on manufacturing
gaskets for motorcycles and snowmobiles, but
as the company matured and new clients were
secured, things began to change. “Technology
for the automotive industry was quite a bit
different than we were use to with the motorcycles. It helped us to mature as a company
and put us on the map.” By 2001, business was
booming as the focus expanded to include the
automotive performance aftermarket. “Powersports are still a big part of what we do, but
that’s our bread and butter now,” explains Jeff.
Cometic Gasket is an exclusive NASCAR
Performance® product and a technical partner
with many race teams, including Richard
Childress Racing, Roush Yates Engines, and
TRIAD, so it must keep pace with the rapid
technology changes of this market. With so
many different parts, it was impractical for the
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company to tool up and stamp every one, and
water jets could not guarantee the part quality
required at this level. “It was clear we needed
to get into laser cutting for stainless steel products. We needed the flexibility, accuracy and
cut quality.” Laser cutting was the only choice.

Revving up production
Jeff remembers purchasing the company’s
first laser machine, a TRUMPF TC L2530
PLUS (TruLaser 2525), in 2004. “We were told
lasers tend to multiply but we knew how fast
it would run and thought we would be set for
a long time. I was wrong and soon calling to
add another one.” Since the volume of work
supports continual investment, Cometic Gasket
has been able to add a new laser every
few years. “We have shopped all the major
manufacturers but when we visit TRUMPF,
everyone is passionate about what they do.
(They are) family oriented, honest and hard

Developing a new sealing solution alongside
a NASCAR® team was one of Jeff ’s favorite
projects. An engine will undergo many changes
relative to fastener locations, clamping load
on the cylinder head, or other adjustments
that will inherently alter the way the gasket
functions. In this case, the team began by
adjusting coolant flow. For a month, the
NASCAR® team went back and forth with
variations to the same part. Jeff and his team
took the design files and got to work, shipping
several new parts every day. Cometic Gasket
reacted quickly to each adjustment until the
team had a design that worked. “I don’t think
it would’ve been possible without laser technology,” Jeff says, “It definitely helped us
strengthen that partnership.” In the end, Jeff
enjoyed watching the result of the hard
work on TV. “It’s exciting to see the guys
come out in a championship caliber car
and be competitive – and nerve wracking!”

Portrait

Programming Pros
Although technology is often developed for
race teams, Cometic Gasket often applies the
concepts to street racing or motorcycles. With
roughly 80 employees, there are even a few
internal enthusiasts who take advantage of
the technology at hand. Since the company
supplies all levels of customers including retail,
warehouses, race teams, and kids from down
the street, the projects can be unpredictable
and a juggling act often ensues.
Using the TruTops software, the programmers
nest between 80-120 jobs and roughly ten
different types of material a day. Although
material tends to be similar, they nest each part
as it arrives so every sheet is a different. “When
customers take a plant tour, they are often
surprised two men program all the parts to run
three shifts, 24 hours a day.” Jeff explains, “Our
TruTops programmers operate like air traffic
control, and they work the software hard.”
“We often have NASCAR® parts cut right
alongside those for a kid’s dirt bike. It doesn’t
matter who you are or what type of gasket you
need, we use the best technology.” This includes
the company’s most recent investment, the
TruLaser 1030 fiber, which was added to the
shop roughly a year ago. “We always strive
for the best technology, and especially for
our type of products, this laser is the next big
thing. We wanted to be first in line.” Jeff credits
the design of the new machine with solving
problems that were inherent ten years ago.
“There is simply less to go wrong with fewer
moving parts. Its consistency is automatic and
the increase in cut quality and reliability is
tenfold. It just runs.”
Regardless of where the product will be
used, manufacturing high-quality gaskets is a
way of life and a sense of pride for Jeff and the
others at Cometic Gasket. “I like projects where
the customer refers to it by a code name and
we don’t know where the part is going. We just
look at it and try to imagine where it might
end up.” The possibilities seem endless for
Cometic Gasket as well.

Performance in the shop
leads to performance
on the track.

Cometic Gasket
Who:

Cometic Gasket, Concord, OH., established in 1989.
www.cometic.com/

What:

Supplier of high-performance gaskets for a variety of
motorsport markets

How:

2 x TC L2530 PLUS (TruLaser 2525), TruLaser 2525,
TruLaser 1030 fiber
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Spare Parts E-Shop
revolutionizes part ordering
Just over a year ago,

customers were very limited in the methods they could use to order spare
parts from TRUMPF. They could call the Spare Parts department, fax their orders in, or send an email. But there
was a glaring hole in the list of options: TRUMPF did not offer an online option. Customers were limited to TRUMPF’s
opening hours, and during peak times, they may have ended up waiting several hours for a response to an email or fax.

Those times are now a thing of the past. With the introduction of TRUMPF’s Spare Parts E-Shop in the
Spring of 2012, TRUMPF has leapfrogged into the 21st century, offering machine tool customers located in the U.S. a
simple, comfortable way to not only order standard parts, but also view vast amounts of information that were
previously unavailable to them.

>Quotes

>Search

>Order Online

Take, for instance, the E-Shop’s quoting functions.
With the click of a few buttons, part prices can
be checked. And any discounts, for example
in conjunction with service agreements, are
clearly displayed as well. In addition, live stock
information is displayed so customers know in
real time whether the part they need is currently
in stock. These functions virtually eliminate
the manual quoting process customers had to
rely on in the past, so orders can be placed more
quickly without first having to wait for a quote.

Another example of how the E-Shop opens
new doors to customers is the search options
it offers. For most newer machine types, a
variety of methods are available to look up
the part number needed. The simplest is using
electronic parts catalogs. So for customers
who have misplaced their paper catalog or
who want to electronically click through the
catalog, they can do so in the E-Shop. And, better
yet, for customers who may not be familiar
with the technical names of the parts they need,
they can navigate through exploded drawings
of their machine to find the right part.

And then there is of course the most obvious
new function of all that is made possible by
the E-Shop: placing orders online. The online
order process mirrors closely the standard,
old-fashioned process: customers can choose
between a variety of payment and shipping
options, and they receive an order confirmation that lets them know their order was
successfully placed. The big difference is the
time factor. No more waiting for an agent to
become available on the phone or for someone
to reply to their email or fax. Within minutes,
orders are placed and customers can move on
to more important things.

12 Express Vol. 1/13
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E-Shop

Quick Facts
Free service for TRUMPF machine
tool customers located in the U.S.
Available 24/7
Search for parts by:
• Part number
• Electronic part catalogs
• Exploded machine drawings
Pricing displayed immediately
including applicable discounts
Live stock status
	View and search order history
Free UPS Ground shipping
TRUMPF offers
online access with
the Spare Parts E-Shop

In addition, TRUMPF’s Spare Parts
E-Shop gives customers the ability to
view and search their order history, view
pictures of parts and access details such
as alternate part numbers and hazardous
material information.
Best of all: for a limited time, shipping
is free for all E-Shop orders shipped via
UPS Ground. For customers stocking up
on consumables or ordering parts that
are not urgently needed, this option can
result in significant savings.
The E-Shop is part of TRUMPF’s new
online customer portal, MyTRUMPF.
The purpose of MyTRUMPF is to create
one website for all the information and
features TRUMPF customers need.

The advantage? No more searching for
misplaced URL information for
TRUMPF’s training calendar or press
brake tooling E-shop, or multiple
passwords to remember. It’s all under
one roof on MyTRUMPF. And
MyTRUMPF is more than a collection of
existing sites; it includes a variety of new
features as well, including application
tips and technical documentation such
as operator’s manuals.
A c c e s s i s e a s y.
J u s t v i s i t www.us.mytrumpf.com and
click on “New here? Register now”on the
right-hand side of the page. With the
completion of a simple form, TRUMPF
will activate your account and send you
your access information within a few days.

To sign up visit
www.us.mytrumpf.com
and click on
New here? Register now
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Works of art
and sheet metal
Strength in Fabrication

Despite Hurricane Sandy, Kammetal successfully completed
the Spire for One World Trade Center.

Sam Kusack is no stranger to the vibrancy and
heartbeat of New York City. Although he lived
outside the city as a teenager, he soon returned
to the East Village of Manhattan as a student of
Cooper Union College. Here, he coupled his
aptitude for art with his interest in mechanics
and machinery and began to produce his own
art work as well as decorative metal work for
galleries and museums. He also collaborated
with artists and sculptors across the city,
including Roxy Paine, who at that time, was
working on Transplant, a 45 ft stainless steel
tree sculpture for the Montenmedio Foundation,
in Cadiz, Spain.

14 Express Vol. 1/13

As Sam learned about efficiency and the art
of working with sheet metal, he built the
foundation for his own endeavor, Kammetal Kusack Architectural Metal Inc., which he
founded in 2001. “I had established a work area,
my own tools and welding gear, and had already
completed a few projects. When I graduated,
I just went out on my own,“ Sam explains. His
early work was mostly high-end architectural
projects, such as decorative staircases, interior
partitions, and fabrication for sculptors,
gallery and museum displays. “I spent the
first five years figuring out the best way to
build things.”

Sam Kusack, President of Kammetal, has an
eye for sheet metal, art and business.
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new locations across the nation. “The
equipment has completely changed how
quickly and efficiently we are able to complete
a project.” As the work increased in volume
and complexity, Sam solicited assistance from
his brother, Alastair, an engineer. Soon,
Alastair officially joined Kammetal as
Vice President of the company.

Overcoming disaster

quickly sourced a large generator, all the
machines were damaged. Understanding
Sandy's devastating impact, TRUMPF Finance
worked with Kammetal as they recovered.
When the storm hit, Kammetal’s work for
One World Trade Center came to a screeching
halt. A few weeks after power was restored,
the press brake was up and running, but the
TruLaser 1030 needed significant repair. When
Kammetal invested in fabricating equipment,
TRUMPF’s company culture had been a decisive
factor for Sam. “We saw something in TRUMPF
that we wanted to be a part of because it is
analogous with how we aim to operate.”
He continues, “We stand behind what we do
just as TRUMPF does. It is not just about selling
a machine, it was a partnership, and we saw
proof of that after Hurricane Sandy.”

With an established and strong reputation for
its work, Kammetal received a surprise phone
call from the project manager of One World
Trade Center. He was looking for the right
company to fabricate a complicated glass and
stainless steel structure for the top forty feet of
the new tower. The Spire, made of sheet metal
and glass, holds a light beacon on a rotating
Sam and Alastair Kusack mix
frame.
This project was truly special for Sam.
family and business.
Not only has his life been based in New York
City, but he had watched the towers fall on
Growing the business
September 11, 2001. When Kammetal was
These projects became the basis for business awarded the project, he was honored.
until 2007 when the company moved to the
Just as fabrication began, another disaster
Red Hook neighborhood of Brooklyn. Already struck New York City. On October 29, 2012,
armed with a water jet cutting machine and Hurricane Sandy made landfall on Kammetal’s
press brake Sam decided to take the company doorstep. As Sam remembers, “Everything
to the next level by fully investing in high-tech changed overnight.” Although they had
fabricating equipment. “We bought the laser prepared the facility as best they could, the
first, primarily for its speed and productivity.” building was directly hit by the storm surge.
He continues, “We needed a means to produce As they arrived to survey the damage, the
Kammetal helped develop a
parts quickly and the TruLaser 1030 allowed devastation was overwhelming. “Our shop
unique look for a national food chain.
us to cut parts at five times the speed we could is approximately four feet off the ground
before.” However, it wasn’t just about produc- so as soon as I saw the water line at about
tivity, as Sam explains, “In our business, the edge sixty inches on the side of the building;
Sam asserts, “TRUMPF responded and
quality of sheet metal parts is essential, as is I knew to expect the worst. From both my offered us a loaner machine while our laser
the level of detail with the design – things we vantage point and Alastair’s, our worst night- was brought to Connecticut for repair.
can only achieve with the laser.”
mare came true. It was astonishing to see This machine saved us and the project.”
Once the laser was installed and a contract everything we worked for in ruins.”
Although the Kusack brothers are still
was secured to engineer and supply 40 tons of
“Identifying the damage and getting back up recovering from the storm, they were able
decorative stainless steel cladding and railings to speed was our biggest challenge,” says Sam. to complete the World Trade Center job
for a public park in lower Manhattan, With the help of the employees, the cleaning as promised. Now, as Sam looks out from
Kammetal invested in a TruBend 5170 press commenced. Alastair recounts, “Everything his office to Lower Manhattan, he watches
brake, followed by a TruPunch 1000. This next was full of water. We started with the press One World Trade Center take shape and is
step was an easy decision. “There is a high brake tooling drawers and dumped the proud of what he and so many others have
degree of engineering behind what we do saltwater directly on the floor.” Power was not been able to overcome.
and in order to have full control, we wanted restored for a month, and although Kammetal
the ability to fabricate all the pieces in-house.
Kammetal Inc.
To do that, we needed new technology.”
So when the company secured high-quantity,
Who: Kammetal Inc., Brooklyn, NY. Established in 2001. www.kammetal.com
custom architectural work for a well-known
national food chain, Kammetal was able to
What: Specializes in architectural and ornamental metal fabrication for public or private commercial
perform. They helped design and engineered
and residential projects.
furniture and lighting for the restaurant’s new
How: TruBend 5170, TruPunch 1000, TruLaser 1030
interior and can run the parts as needed for
16 Express Vol. 1/13

Tubing is a product of the times.
It can be delicate and at the same
time tough, and is perfect for
lightweight construction
as well as unusual solutions.
The laser enables new dimensions
in tube processing such that
long-familiar techniques now
appear in a new light.

An awesome duo:
Lasers and tubes
Express Vol. 1/13
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The future lies
in tubing
Many success stories have shown cutting tubes with lasers
offers increased opportunities, both for steel suppliers and
for job shops that previously only offered 2D laser cutting.
Tubes are an important part of fabricating. Normally supplied
in six-meter lengths, tubing is available in a variety of
materials, thicknesses and sizes. Round tubes tend to be the
most popular, but square, rectangular and oval cross-sections
are also common. Tubes and profiles are used everywhere, from
fitness equipment and furniture to agricultural machinery,
and are used for simple structures as well. The demand is
currently outpacing the available capacity, and considering
very few suppliers laser cut tubes in the past, those who
adopted this technology have enjoyed great success.

Cost-effective
The laser tube cutting market has a great and diverse future.
TRUMPF customers report that actively marketing new
design options can significantly increase demand for
laser-cut tubes and profiles. Many laser tube processing
newcomers have been able to quickly expand to two-shift
operations. They often invest in a second laser in just a
couple of years, filling a largely unoccupied market niche
while cashing in on attractive profit margins. After all, tube
cutting supports new tube design options that are impractical

or too expensive with conventional
processes. In addition, this technology
simplifies downstream production
work. Less complex welding equipment and jigs can be used, while
costs associated with the welding
operation itself are reduced. Positioning aids with tabs and slots
simplify subsequent mounting,
while programming minimizes
assembly errors. The high quality
cut edges virtually eliminates
rework and reduces the number of
process steps and time-consuming
tool changes, compared with other
technologies. Fabricators can cut
expenditures for downstream work
such as deburring and assembly. The
number of intermediate steps — storage
and handling are two examples — can
also be kept to a minimum. This saves
significant time and greatly reduces
part costs in comparison to conventional
processes like sawing, drilling and milling.

New features of the TruLaser
Tube 7000: flexible part
removal and an innovative
diagonal cut.
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“There are other ways Precor could choose to fabricate our steel tubes
but none provide the flexibility or efficiency of the TruLaser.”
Chris Torggler, Sr. Vice President of Precor, identifies the ability to process different tube

sizes, one after the other with little to no downtime, as a critical capability for his company.
Precor produces strength equipment for commercial gyms, hotels, universities and fitness clubs
around the world and the manufacturing process begins when the customer places an order. Quality
and efficiency is of utmost concern, and that begins with the steel tubing. With the
TruLaser Tube 7000, the ability to load bundles of steel interchangeably with single tubes allows
the high volume material to stay in the bundle loading area while other sizes run intermittently.
With the installation of the TruLaser Tube, Precor has gained the technology to make parts
that would otherwise need to be purchased, reduce raw material inventory and storage,
improve efficiencies, and implement new applications with the integrated TruTops software.
“The TruLaser Tube 7000 will improve our time to market for new products and also provide
us with the ability to be more ingenious with the angles and features of the steel aspects on
our strength machines."					 		 www.precor.com

“We see ourselves as system suppliers and full-range vendors.
That is why tube processing is of such great significance.”
Robert Plersch is on the road to success with his laser tube cutting machine. “You have to
do what others are unable or unwilling to do,” is the philosophy he follows when running
his Allgäu-based job shop in southern Germany, now in the fifth generation of family
management. Of all the things essential to attaining this goal, flexibility is first
and foremost. A glance at his production facilities will suffice to show what that means to
this dedicated entrepreneur. Round, rectangular and oval — profiles of every
conceivable shape and size are stacked next to his TruLaser Tube 7000. The output: control
consoles, table top supports and switchgear cabinets manufactured in close liaison
with the customer.							 www.plersch.de

“We see a constantly expanding market for laser cut tubes.
With this technology, the ability to adapt to each customer or
industry is a fundamental element to our success.”
Steve Robison, President and CEO of Delta Steel and Tube in Florence, AL., laser processes

primarily high volume runs, but with clients from the oil and gas, automotive, lawn
and garden, display rack, and food services industries, the tube frequently changes along
with the customer. Often, it varies in shape, and can range in thickness from thin
wall stainless steel to structural grade steel. Regardless of the material, the tube
itself may also present difficulties in processing. “The TruLaserTube 7000 automatically
adjusts for inconsistencies that are commonly found in the corner radii of a tube –
an area where other tube processing equipment falls short.” With such a wide range of
customers, the option to load 30 foot tubes was also essential for Delta Steel and Tube.
The additional length increased productivity and reduced scrap. “From the technology and
uptime of the machine, to TRUMPF’s service technicians, laser cutting with the TruLaser Tube
has proven to be a stable process and profitable investment.”
www.deltasteelandtube.com
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Minimizes unproductive time:
The new TruLaser Tube 7000
The flagship in TRUMPF’s portfolio is the The machine now includes:
TruLaser Tube 7000. It can cut tubes and
profiles of up to 10 inches in diameter, with
An operating console on a flexible support
arm for improved ergonomics
walls up to 0.3 inches thick. With fully automatic
adjustment, this laser tube cutting machine
Automatic clamping force adjustment for
minimizes unproductive time. Stepped rollers
increased process reliability
provide support and lateral guidance for the
Permanent monitoring of the clamping
tubes, automatically adjusting to the diameter
jaw’s position as part of a robust telemetric
system
of the workpiece. The self-centering clamping
jaws also automatically adapt to the tube’s
A push-through feeder which shifts automatically, to ensure that long contours can
geometry. The FocusLine regulation mechanism
be cut without collisions
keeps the laser’s focal position constant, automatically adjusting it to suit the material type
Newly designed guard doors for improved
and thickness being processed. The machine’s
process viewing
software activates the laser parameters as
necessary, depending on which tube is being Diagonal cut and component sorting
processed. All of these features combine to
The flexible unloading station is yet another
turn out parts at consistently high quality. The innovation. Depending on the requirements,
machine is cost-effective for small batch sizes, it can sort finished components and place
too. Numerous details featured in the previous them on movable conveyor tables, in pallet
cages, or in other containers. The LoadMaster
model have been optimized.
Tube unit automates production. Its tube storage

magazine will hold up to four tons of raw
material, which the LoadMaster Tube feeds into
the machine for processing after performing
a plausibility test. During this process, the
machine’s software compares the geometry of
the tubes to be processed with stored data. In this
way, the software prevents disruptions caused
by operating errors. The LoadMaster Tube’s
grippers automatically adapt to the measured
length of the tube. Of course, the operator still
has the ability to feed individual tubes manually
or semi-automatically with a pivoting conveyor.
A swivel-mounted laser cutting head is also
now available on the TruLaser Tube 7000. This
enables accurate chamfering, which is a prerequisite for obtaining a close fit between surfaces
to be welded. Superior quality diagonal cutting
at angles of up to 45 degrees opens up an entirely
new spectrum of manufacturing options — not
only in mild steel, but also in a wide range of
stainless steel and aluminum applications.

The trick with the fold
A study in cost effectiveness
– 47 %

Processing

– 33 %

Intermediate handling,
rework
Hourly rates

In our example, laser tube
cutting saves 49 percent in
terms of time and 31 percent
in part costs.

– 100 %

Conventional welding using
two separate parts (A).

+ 50 %

Total time per part

– 49 %

Cost of each part

– 31 %
0%

Laser-ready design with
folded connections and
additional positioning
aids (B).
50 %

100 %

150 %

Conventional manufacturing (sawing, milling, drilling)
Laser cutting with the TruLaser Tube
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Claus Langer, KD Busch, TRUMPF GmbH + Co. KG, Fotostudio Loster, Simon Toplak

Design, programming,
job order

A

Knowledge

TruTops: It’s more than programming
TruTops is more than just great software. It provides tools to help you run your business
more efficiently. Below are three unique options TRUMPF provides to address your
needs and increase productivity along the complete sheetmetal process chain.

Need: Connect your programming software to your ERP system.
With Job Order Interface, your part quantities and material
requirements are easily imported to TruTops Laser and TruTops Punch
from an Excel file or Production Planning and Control (PPC) system.
Once created, they remain accessible whenever you need them. Pending
orders are displayed in the order list and can be edited as needed. Changes are
automatically reported back to the PPC system.
The programming software reports the number of nested parts and
how much material is required. It also nests selected production
orders in one layout that can be put together quickly by selecting filter
criteria. With Job Order Interface you can easily find the best combination
of parts for maximum material utilization.

Need: Generate cost estimates for bids and time
	estimates for production.
TruTops Calculate allows you to calculate the precise costs for parts processed on punching,
combination, and laser cutting machines, even for entire assemblies. Estimates can be
generated from other TruTops products, providing full access to part and material
databases and your work schedule.
The integrated nesting processor ensures the cost estimate uses the least expensive
material requirements and allows you to manage graduated prices and multiple currencies
without a problem. Each estimate is accompanied by an easy to understand report so you
can print or save your work.

Need: Analyze machine data to determine
“best practice” manufacturing.
TruTops Monitor collects and evaluates machine data to find the most cost-effective
use of your machine’s time and assists you in production planning. The acquisition,
evaluation, and data display are fully configurable to fit your needs.
The software collects all Machine Data Acquisition (MDA) data such as downtimes,
alarms, error messages, causes of faults and maintenance times, and saves the data in the
TruTops Monitor database. Data can be attained from TRUMPF or third-party machines,
webcams, barcode scanners, or entered manually.
Express Vol. 1/13
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Bryan Riensche (L)
and Dan Franklin of
FAIST Greentek, LLC.
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A bright future
Lessons Learned Inspire Confidence

P

hoenix, home to precision sheet metal manufacturer FAIST Greentek, LLC,
enjoys more than 200 sunny days every year. But it isn’t Arizona’s golden
sunshine that gives FAIST its bright outlook. Instead, it’s the blue and white of
customized precision TRUMPF machinery.
A culture of innovation and passion for precision and high-tech TRUMPF equipment
have been integral to FAIST Greentek since the doors of its 56,000 square-foot
facility opened in January 2011. Gianfranco Natali, chairman of the global FAIST
group founded in 1978, made sure of it. “He took a personal interest in ensuring
the manufacturing environment in Phoenix was set up right from the start and
consistent with the way FAIST runs its other 23 facilities around the world,”
explains FAIST Greentek Director of Operations Dan Franklin.
“We’re the beneficiary of lessons learned in FAIST factories
regarding precision manufacturing using TRUMPF machines.”
The new US facility extended FAIST’s work for a long-time European
client that’s also one of the world's largest manufacturers of
power inverters for the renewable energy industry. After basing
its own US operations in Phoenix, the customer asked FAIST
to open a facility nearby to supply the high-quality product it’s
manufactured for over 30 years in Italy and Romania.
“Our customer was eager for us to be up and running,”
says Franklin. “Fortunately, TRUMPF’s preparation process
was so thorough that when the machines arrived, we were able
to hook them up and go.”
Among the first products produced for FAIST’s launch
customer were sheet metal enclosures for inverters
used to collect direct current from solar energy systems
and convert it into usable alternating current.
Thirteen precision cut and bent doors are
manufactured for each fifteen-foot long and
seven-foot tall 1.5mw inverter designed for
utility-grade installations.

A customer's need
for sheet metal
enclosures in
Phoenix helped
launch the business.
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FAIST can transition from flat sheet to finished product in two days.

“The only way we could make a product
with this level of sophistication and
precision was with TRUMPF equipment,
and I don’t say that lightly,” Franklin
emphasizes. “This product has withstood
rigorous watertight, weatherproofing and
corrosion resistance tests. As a result, our
customer is the only company that can offer
a UL listed and NEMA 4X rated product of
this kind to North America.”
In addition, FAIST manufactures
thousands of smaller aluminum enclosures for
its customer’s string inverters. “TRUMPF
equipment gives us the ability to hold critical
hole to hole locations, even after eight bends,”
Franklin says, describing how he can easily
meet the precision requirements necessary
for this product to be successful in a rugged
environment and safe for residential use.
Although FAIST processes nearly 120,000
pounds of aluminum and 60,000 pounds of
stainless steel per month, no more than half
a day’s work sits at any station. “We can take
an emergent order from flat sheet to product
out the door in two days.” Franklin highlights
the critical role of TRUMPF machinery in this
continuous flow, which begins with accurate
cuts and bends. “TRUMPF equipment is like
the trunk of a tree – the foundation that sets
up the rest of the processes and branches for
success. Precision part quality and repeatability
prevent problems downstream.”
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Reduced setup and greater flexibility also
contribute to cost savings. “We trusted our
European operations’ analysis that combination
machines reduce setups.” Franklin explains
that combination machinery allows FAIST
to add punch-specific operations, such as
electrical knockouts and countersinks, while
the part is on a laser cutter, thereby saving
material transfer and setup time.
Additional time is saved during bending.
FAIST’s press brakes are customized with LED
lights that coordinate with the program on the
monitor and light up the specific setup needed
for the operation and part. Operators can
set up four bending operations at once and
have the flexibility for multiple steps without
changing setups.
Production Manager Bryan Riensche values
the attention and support received from
TRUMPF sales, service and applications
personnel. “The knowledge they’ve shared

has been invaluable and saved us lots of time
and material costs.” As an example, Riensche
praised an applications engineer who found a
combination machine tool to create a Z bend in
a part that would otherwise require a tab and
separate bending process, and who suggested
using a gooseneck punch instead of a window
punch for close bends. “They’ve shared lots of
programming tricks for optimal nesting and
tips like laser etching part numbers.”
Expert input was particularly beneficial as
the company investigated laser technology to
handle work for new markets. “Our TRUMPF
sales representative really understood our
needs and worked with us to recommend
the right equipment – not too much, nor
insufficient machine power,” adds Franklin.
“Such interactions are often overlooked, but
save a lot of pain and cost that can come down
the road if things aren’t done right.”
As FAIST Greentek expands into the
automotive, aerospace, electronics and
defense industries, Franklin is confident
in the company’s ability to achieve the tolerances
required. “Because of the capability TRUMPF
equipment gives us and the experience we have,
I can confidently quote work in those industries.
I know we can produce sheet metal products
with the highest level of precision. TRUMPF
equipment enables us to be cost competitive,
even with a lower cost region like Mexico.”
In 2014, the company’s global network is
broadening with a new operation in
Hermosillo, Mexico. The facility will be
part of the FAIST’s emissions control business
unit and will support its automotive and
industrial customers in Mexico.
No doubt FAIST’s facility north of the
border will have lessons to share about
precision manufacturing.

Precision at every level
Who:

FAIST Greentek, LLC, Phoenix, Arizona. Part of the FAIST Componeti business unit founded
in Italy in 1978. www.faist.nett

What:

Precision sheet metal manufacturer, US division of a global metal and plastics
fabrication company

How:

2 x TruLaser 3030, TruBend 5230, TruBend 5085, TruBend 7036, TruMatic 3000

Profile

First of its kind
The boom in high-strength steels triggered a second
boom – in job shops able to cut them.

Gerardo Oaxaca has found
success as an early adopter of
multi-axis laser cutting technology.

A

new age has dawned in Puebla, Mexico, where old
Mexico and the new world meet, about 60 miles
south of Mexico City. With its historic town
center, Puebla has been named a World Cultural Heritage site.
The city is also a center of industry and a home to automotive
engineering in Mexico. Entrepreneur Gerardo Oaxaca,
general director of the Superlaser & Fixtures Company,
puts it this way: “Here, just about everybody works for the
automotive industry, in one way or another.”
In the automotive industry, hot forming is a hot topic.
That’s not just because the mold hardening process for high
and super-strength steels takes place at about 1650 degrees
Fahrenheit. Designs using these steels are one of the hot
trends wherever reducing weight of the vehicle is a concern.

“To sustain our
competitive
advantage as
long as possible,
we decided to
purchase the best
quality available.”
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Superlaser & Fixtures stands
ready as the use of hot-formed
steel grows in popularity.

Five years ago, the industry used only two to
three hot-formed parts per vehicle. Now that
number has grown to between six and eight. It
continues to pick up speed and predictions for
the future say this number will likely increase
to more than ten such parts per passenger
compartment. This phenomenon has on an
inseparable companion: 3D laser cutting.
Only this process technology can cut hot-offthe-press, high-strength blanks, and do so
profitably, as well.
Oaxaca was the first to jump on the
hot-forming bandwagon. That leap turned
him into a specialist for laser cutting, making
him the best example of what the hot forming
market can offer a small company with highquality laser cutting equipment.
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In February 2008, “Superlaser & Fixtures”
was still a small job shop known as “Margger
Ingenieros”. Mario Oaxaca had launched
that business with his son, Gerardo and his
partner Constantino Alcalá. They provided
repair work, using CNC lathes and milling
machines, presses and engine lathes. In the
summer of 2010, a visit to an automotive
industry contractor for safety-critical
components turned that young company
upside down. The customer was working almost
to capacity cutting laser components for the hot
formed market and asked whether Margger
could help.“Our client was looking to outsource
work and was seeking greater flexibility in
manufacturing. He was also seeking a more
economical solution than expanding his own
capacities,” says Gerardo Oaxaca.

And so an avalanche of 3D laser cutting
rolled onto the Oaxaca lot. “We had identified
a market that was entirely our own: high-speed
laser cutting in three dimensions,” according
to Gerardo Oaxaca. “To sustain our competitive
advantage as long as possible, we decided
to purchase the best quality available.” The
choice was a TruLaser Cell 8030. Oaxaca
carefully planned its market debut, with
intense marketing efforts in Mexico and
training for the operators and for
himself at TRUMPF.
With this focus, Gerardo Oaxaca founded
a new company, Superlaser & Fixtures, and
with thorough preparation, the team tackled
its first order just as soon as the TRUMPF
machine reached Mexico in the summer of 2011.

“The hot-formed parts we cut with the
laser are safety-critical components
in the vehicle – like the A and B pillars,”
Gerardo Oaxaca explains. The laser lets the
company handle very large volumes.
“The B pillar is one of the largest vehicular
components we cut. Finishing one part takes
about a minute. That means that we can
cut around 1,200 parts per day – and thus
pave the way for the production of 600 cars
daily,” Oaxaca says.
The machine quickly started attracting
orders. Among them were contracts for
cutting safety components for new models
assembled in Mexico by a variety of
European automakers. Convertibles and
hybrid versions destined for sale in North
America purchased the laser-cut reinforcements needed for the interiors in Puebla.
As a result of this rousing success, that first
laser system was soon joined by another.
This time, however, Superlaser & Fixtures
decided not to rely solely on the high volumes
associated with hot forming, and so chose
a TruLaser Cell 7040 with two-station
operation. The 3D welding and cutting
machine not only lets the company
cut long production runs, it also helps the
firm respond with flexibility to other orders.

The laser quickly shed light on new
niches in the market. This success
expanded the staff from three to almost 60
employees – who now work in three shifts,
six days a week. It also gave Gerardo
Oaxaca and his colleagues the freedom
to think about new areas where their
laser machinery might be useful. As the
appendix “Fixtures” in the company’s
name reveals, fabricating accessories and
prototypes became the firm’s second
major activity during this growth. “We
build, for example, fixtures for both
welding and laser machines,” Gerardo
Oaxaca explains. “This is something like à
In addition, Oaxaca’s company was certified for
la carte work for our customers – when
a rapid change is needed in ongoing compliance with the ISO 9001:2008 standard,
production, for instance. Here, too, the awarded by the Mexican office of TÜV Rheinland
demand is high. Our clientele has learned in November 2012. Gerardo Oaxaca could ride this
that it’s worthwhile to outsource special wave and become a direct supplier to automakers.
But “becoming a tier one supplier is not the
assignments like this.”
step we’re striving for right now,” says the CEO.
The hot-forming surge continues to
roll. Management consultants at McKinsey “On one hand, the company is simply too young
estimate that the share of high-strength for that jump. And on the other hand, it is
steels will rise from today’s 15 percent to 40 precisely our independence that lets us do such
percent. According to the same study, the flexible work for a wide variety of customers.”
market for lightweight components – with And there are more and more of them in Mexico.
high-strength steels taking the lion’s share – “Not only do we have the space to grow, but good
will also expand by more than 20 percent. work ethic and high performance expectations,
too. It’s true enough that we import high-tech
machinery, but the expertise needed to use them
in an ideal fashion is something we have acquired,”
Gerardo Oaxaca sums up. “Cutting hot-formed parts
was the impetus. It opened up opportunities – where
we never thought we could have such an impact!”

Superlaser & Fixtures
Who:

Superlaser & Fixtures, Puebla, Mexico.
http://superlaserandfixtures.com/

What:

A source for laser processing and fixtures,
accessories and prototype fabrication

How:

2 x TruLaser Cell 7040 with TruDisk 3001,
TruLaser Cell 8030 with TruDisk 3001
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For master craftsman
Peter Blum III, working
tin is in his hands
and his heart.

“It's a hands-on learning
thing, and I want to
keep the trade alive.”
28 Express Vol. 1/13
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or the past thirty years, Peter Blum III has worked as a full-time tinsmith. His
home and workshop is located in an old farmhouse in North Carolina that was
built in 1880, in an area where his family has lived for generations. Blum is very
proud of his Moravian background and, as a self-proclaimed history buff, is always
eager to discuss his family’s history. “The Blums came from the Black Forest of Germany
in the early 1700s. The other side of my family is Scottish,” he says. “So I can either wear
lederhosen and drink good beer or wear a kilt and drink good whiskey.”
Keeping tradition is paramount in the Blum family. As a third generation tinsmith,
Peter Blum III continues a tradition that began with his grandfather. “I’m very blessed to
have been surrounded by such good artists who are also skilled teachers,” he says.
Blum’s “granddaddy,” as he calls him, the original Peter Blum, was not able to afford
a college education, so he started working with tin at the age of 15. He was good at math
and frugal with money, so by the age of 19 he was able to purchase the shop for which
he worked. He became a general sheet metal contractor, producing a wide range of work
from exhaust elbows to gutters to Victorian-era ornamental tin ceilings. When he retired,
he continued his work as master tinsmith at a living history museum in Old Salem, North
Carolina. “He made anything from mouse traps to whistles to wash pans...whatever
came up,” Blum recalls. Peter III, like his grandfather, has also been involved in historical
reenactments, including
those Revolutionary
War, Civil War, and an
eleven-day event called
Village of Yesteryear,
where a wide array of
historical craftsmen
convene to enjoy and
practice their hobbies
Peter Blum III maintains a time-honored
for 10 hours each day.
Peter Blum III bills
tradition in rural North Carolina
himself as a colonial
tinsmith, as he keeps
with the traditional style of the craft. He uses mostly manual tools, most of which
he makes and designs himself, and limits his use of electric tools. Because of his
extraordinary handiwork and loyalty to tradition, Blum has been asked to create
reproductions of colonial relics for museums, and even films such as The Patriot and
The Last of the Mohicans. He has created countless props, including tin cups, wall
sconces, and authentic pierced barn lanterns. “The holes have to be done one at a time,”
Peter explains, which makes each one very labor intensive.
Blum’s favorite part of the creative process is coming up with an idea and
thinking about how to make it a reality. This process often requires not only conceiving
the piece itself, but also creating unique tools for different applications. “I love coming
up with a design in my head and then seeing if I can pull it off,” he says. “It’s a lot of fun.”
If you ask Blum what his favorite creation is, he laughs. “My answer is the same as a
fisherman’s if you ask him what his favorite fish is: the last one I caught.” Right now,
Peter Blum III’s “favorite fish” are staples of his craft: cookie cutters, square lanterns, and
his trademark tin angels.
As one of the only full-time professional tinsmiths in the country, Peter is grateful
for the opportunity to pass the craft onto his apprentice. “It’s a hands-on learning thing,
and I want to keep the trade alive,” he says. In the meantime, the 78-year-old has no plans
to retire. He laughs, “I’m gonna keep on till I drop over dead!”

Tin is in
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Reflections on the mirror

TRUMPF Express 1 /13
Magazine for Sheet Metal Processing

A glimpse through the looking glass

Published by

bronze or silver,
while the wealthiest
individual flaunted
their affluence with
mirrors made from
other precious metal
mixtures, such as
speculum metal –
two-thirds copper,
one-third tin.
From their conception,
mirrors have been an
object of practical use
as well as decoration.
Venus with a Mirror by Italian painter Titian, 1555: shortly after the invention
They were typically
of the modern silvered mirror.
circular in shape, with
one reflective side
Even before Narcissus was enamored by his serving as the mirror, and the reverse surface
own reflection in a pool of water, humans have decorated with ornate carvings. All across
been fascinated and intrigued by their own cultures, mirrors were associated with different
appearance. Before the technology existed religious themes and came to symbolize
to manufacture modern glass mirrors as we the inner self or a way to look back into the
know them, people of antiquity used a variety of past. They were also commonly assigned
materials from the earth: water, rock, and most mystical properties.
commonly, metal.
In addition to self admiration, applications
The very earliest mirrors were Narcissus- for metal mirrors could also be found in other
approved: quiet pools or clay pots filled with water. historical activities. Diocles, a famous Greek
The first manufactured mirrors appeared in 6000 mathematician, wrote his book, On Burning
BC Turkey, and were typically made of certain Mirrors, on the topic of parabolic mirrors, such
stones or volcanic glass that could be polished as those now used in car headlights. Ptolemy,
to a reflective sheen. Originally, mirrors were another Greek scholar, also conducted various
very small, so whenever possible, they would be geometric experiments using curved mirrors
manipulated into a convex shape to allow for made of iron.
a maximum area of reflection. Some minerals
were malleable and lent themselves to this process, Across countless civilizations, mirrors solely
such as obsidian, but by 3000 BC, artisans began made of metal enjoyed a long period of
to prefer working with flexible metal surfaces.
popularity throughout the world. The advent
of modern mirrors, which are fabricated by
In Mesopotamia, small copper mirrors began to painting a thin layer of metallic silver onto a pane
emerge, and the trend quickly spread elsewhere. of glass, did not come about until approximately
Mirrors made of bronze have been recovered by the 16th century. And thanks to the ubiquiarchaeologists in China dating back to 2000 BC. tous mirror, many other modern technologies
In Ancient Greek and Roman civilizations, the were made possible, from the television to the
most commonly used materials were polished telescope to the laser.
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		 with TRUMPF’s Spare Parts E-shop
PROFILE
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Works of art and sheet metal
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This Brooklyn business has reached new heights by
		 joining art and fabrication.
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A bright future
From Italy to Arizona, this manufacturer runs on
		 sophistication and precision.
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First of its kind
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In Mexico, Gerardo Oaxaca has forged his own success.
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TRUMPF multi-axis laser systems offer market leading performance, value and reliability. The TruLaser Cell Series
7000 excels at cutting, welding, and laser metal deposition while the high performance TruLaser Cell 8030 is the
only system designed specifically for the hot stamping market. With a variety of financing options to qualified
buyers a TRUMPF multi-axis laser system is well within your reach.

www.us.trumpf.com
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TRUMPF Multi-axis Laser Systems
Affordable, Versatile, Reliable

To The Point
Panorama
CHARACTERS

30
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STORIES IN SHEET METAL
CREDITS
Closing Point

For more information
scan the QR code with
your smartphone.
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Sunny days
Rays of potential

Filling a need
Finding success in Mexico

Fabricating art
Designing a future

l
Specia
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Victory lap

Accelerating production

Keeping it fluid
In many households, a filter keeps tap water free of
toxins. Changing this filter was a homeowner’s nightmare
when rust and other build up caused the standard, plastic
wrench to break, bend or strip the housing unit. Then,
Superb Fabricating found a new twist on an old
problem with its line of Superb Wrenches. Using TRUMPF

fabricating equipment, the company developed
steel filter wrenches that remain strong
evenin the most difficult situations; deftly
turning an arduous task into a fluid act.
So, whether the job is tackled by a family handyman
or a professional plumber, the water runs clean and clear.

